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A LOOK AT THE FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

U.K. Rohatgi
Plasma PhysicB Division

BhabhB Atomic Research Centre
Trombay,- Bombay <tOO 085

ABSTRACT

The prospects of fusion energy have been summarised in this

paper* The rapid progress in the field in recent years can be

attributed to the advances in various technologies* The commercial

fusion energy depends more heavily on the evolution and improvement

In these technologies* Ulith better understanding of Plasma Phyaica,

the fusion reactor designs have become more realistic and comprehensive.

It is nou possible to make intercomparison between various concepts

ulthin the frame work of the established technologies* Assuming

certain growth rate of the technological development,- it ia estimated

that fusion energy can become available during the aarly part of ths

next century*
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the controlled thermonuclear fusion

promises an unlimited, source of energy* Although the development of

e thermonuclear fusion reactor has been of Interest far mare than

three decades now,- it is only recently that visible and convincing

progress has been achieved in this field. This is mainly due to the

rapid technological advances in the world over. It is nou certain

that in the next century commercial fusion energy will become a reality*

(Classen et al 1984,- Dean 1981,- Furth et al 1983,' Ruzic 1984,- Yonee

1984).

Having adequately understood the physical principles of

fusion energy, today a number of schemes ere being attempted to

produce fusion reactors at laboratory scale. Fusion reactor design

has become much more comprehensive and realistic during the lost five

years. The neui breakthroughs at Las Alamos pointing towards compact

end high density magnetic fusion has been summarised by Stevens (1984)*

Coppi (1984) discusses the advanced fusion-burning core experiment

proposed at MIT. This note examines the recent developments and the

efforts being devoted to the design of fusion reactors. From this

study,- it is seen that a stage has nou come where it is possible to

identify the engineering and technological requirements, for the deve-

lopment of a thermonuclear power reactor* Several leading laboratories

in the world have already initiated development programs along these

lines. It Is important to note that the technology required for fusion
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1B BIBO of interest to many other scientific end industrial Eppllcbtions.

It ie believed that fusion energy development is the most difficult end

important technological challenge of today. Concerted end civnmitU-d

efforts are rtquired now tD achieve thiB objective in the early prrt Df

the 21st century. ThiB estimate assumes certain Bccelereted grouith of

technological evolution with BucceBsive step-by-step improvement in the

course of time. However, if a real brepkthrough occurs,- this time pcale

may get compressed accordingly,

z« .PRINCIPLES Of FUSION ENERGY

Although there ore B number of reactions which can yield energy

on fusion,- the most widely studied reaction fcr thin purpose is D + T =

j.
n + He + 17.6 MeV,- of uhich the neutron carries 1't Rel/ and the balance

goes with the helium particle. Other reactions of interest ere listed in

Table 1 (Book 1978), These reactions are concidsred less attractive at thB

present time because of their low yield and cross-sections for producing

energy* However,- with the advancement of technology and experience thus

gained these rDEntions can be used BS fuels for specific gains in future.

To be considered successful,- a controlled thermonuclear reactor

must perform thrr.e major tasks,- namely i

i) HeBt fusion fuel above the ignition temperature

(ID keU and above,- for DT fuel)

ii) Hold heated fuel long enough to release fusion

energy more than thn hect input (for a DT

reaction this requires n x t of the order of
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Ik 33 x 10 eec/cm ,- where n 1B the plasme density

and *£ is the confinement time - Laufson Crite-

rion), While the scientific bretkevtn (that 1B
•

the fusion energy generated is equal to the energy

invested in the plasma) can be demonstrated at same

uthat louer values of nTi ,• the ignition of the

fusion reaction requires that this condition be

fully satisfied! and

ill) Convert fusion energy released into electricity,-

or other direct applications. Requirements (i)

and (ii) must be satisfied simultaneously in a

reactor before condition (iii) is sought to be

satisfied.

Basically two types of schemes are being fallowed for

achieving a controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction,- namely,- magnetic

confinement (MC) and inertial confinement C1C),

Tokamak,- theta pinch and magnetic mirrors are the typical

examples belonging to the class of magnetic confinement schemes. Fig. 1

illustrates the schematic of a Tokamak end a mirror device with end plugs.

In caBe of inertial confinement (IC) system,- the fuel pellet is irradia-

ted by intense laser or particle beams end the reaction has to take place

during e time shorter than the time taken by the pellet to disintegrate

on its own due to ablation,- evaporation and decompression. Schematic

diagram of this scheme is also illustrated in Fig, '..
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3. PRESENT STATUS

It siay be Interesting at this point to list some of the best

results obtained so far which auger uell for the development of fusion

pouer reactorB.

Magnetic Confinement Approach

a) Plasma temperature of 7,5 keV was reported in PLT

device at Princeton in 1978.

b) Latiison criterion of n t = 6 x 10 sac,/cm UQH

achieved in Alcator C at MIT in 1983,

c) The highest ion temperature of 2-3 keV in TMX-U

mirror device has been recorded (Pease 1985)

d) Laurence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

improved the plasma confinement time from 10 ma

to over 100 ma in TMX-U tandem mirror device using

endplugs in 1983. Significant improvement in

plasma confinement was also demonstrated in TARA

tandem mirror device at MIT in 19B<u

Xnertlel Confinement Approach

a) World's biggest C0 z laser ANTARES uiith 30 kJ/1 na

UBS commissioned at Los Alamos National Laboratory

in 198*». Also CDmmi8Bloned in 1985 uas NOVA glass

laser at LLNL uith 100 kJ/1 ns,< the biggest glass

laser in the uorid.
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b) Highect yield of thermonuclear neutron fluK of

3 x ID has been reported with the Ehive LEIPET

In e DT pellet,

o) Better understanding of besn target interaction,

approaching energy breBk-even conditions,-- hBB

been gained (IAEA Conference on Plasms Physico

and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Reseerehf 1982).

Undoubtedly the physics of fusion plasma renalnB to be further

clarified. AB a major step towards the demonstration of a Fuccessful

fusion reactor,- it is nou) necessary to establish,- in a laboratory device,

the scientific break-even condition. That is to say,- that the device

must be capable af producing fusion energy equal to ths energy invested

in the plasma. Breakeven conditions with ion temperatures epproaching

tens of keVs hsve been predicted in' future mirror experiments such BS the

elternste configuration of TARA (i.e. MARS) and in the upgraded version

of TMX-U (i.e. MFTF-B) (Baldwin 19B$, Potok 19B£i). Likewise,- according

to Furth (1905b) TFTR is expected to achieve scientific breakeven condi-

tions in 1986. The four large Tokanaks have been designed with this

specific abjective (Table 2). Whereas the device in tin and USA sre

already operating,' the device in Japan has just became operational (1985),

Comrniesioning date of the USSR machine,-* the T-15 ia Bcheduled fop 1986,

In <3ET (UK) BS well as TFTR (USA) operetins parameters are being successi-

vely improved. The energy breakeven experiments will be attempted in

these devices around 1986, The advances in Tokamak development in USA

are aummBrised in Fig0 2 which shcus the achievement of Lauson confinement
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criteria versus the plasma ion temperature (Schusrzchlld 198A). As

mentioned Blready,- plasma temperature as high as 7.5 kz{l bias obtained

in the PLT device Bt Princeton in 197B. The highest Lautson condition

of n T = S x 10 sec/cm was achieved independently in 19B3 in Alcator

C device at MIT. These results are very close to the desired values of

temperatures end n "t . The combination of these conditions will be

attempted in four large Tokamaks (Table 2). Fig. 2 also indicates the

next steps after TFTR,- namely,- Engineering Test Reactor (ETR) and Tokamak

Fusion Core Demonstration Experiment (TFCX) which will be self ignited.

Experience on ETR and TFCX will permit the development of a fusion pouier

reactor. Fig. 3 compares the USA and the Japanese Tokamak development

program on the calendar year basis (Maitra 198i»). It is interesting to

note that the Japanese program is extended beyong OT-60 (equivalent to

TFTR) upto a Demonstration Fusion Reactor (DFR), The intermediate

stages of this program include the development of a Fusion Experimental

Reactor (FER) (Tomabechi et al 19S2) and a prototype fusion reactor as

well.

Table 3 lists some of the examples of reactor design's on

magnetic confinement schemes. Other than the Tokamak,- the table contains

reactor designs based on compact reversed field pinch,- tandem mirror Bnd

moving ring reactor concepts. These designs are representative of devi-

ces intended to establish the engineering details as well as pouier

generation. Though not included here,- there are similar on-going programs

in Western Europe aiming et developing comparable devices (Next European

Tokamak - NET). In general,- these are based on the smaller operating

systems and conventional designs are adopted in most cases except in the
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moving ring reactor.

The moving ring reactor,' KAIRN-1 has a unique approach that

combines the advantages of both linear and toroidal configurations

(Hohri 1982). The 2D00 Mld(th) DT fusion reactor KARIN-1 haa moving

plasma rings which are produced by Relativistic Electron QGam (REB)

injection,- heated by radial compression and conveyed in is linear

cylindrical burning section by an annular liquid Jithium flow outside

a SiC first uall. The liquid lithium not only stabilises the tilting

motion of the rings but also works as a tritium-breeder nnd a rnolant.

The energies of ash accumulated rings are efficiently recovered in a

subsequent section. The linear arrangement provides for Easy mainte-

nance of the system. The schematic layout of the reactor is r.Iii"in in

Fig. ftj- while the energy flow diagram for the sane systan is sin M O in

Fig, 5, As seen from this flou chart,- REBs with an efficiency of B D %

are used for the formation of fusion plasma rings. The tliurraamjclrcnr

energy produced in the burning section is further multiplied in the

blanket by a factor of 1,2. The system also envisages recovery of

energy with efficiency of 7 0 % in the down stream section of the

reactor. In the first stage of this scheme,- an overall c>ffi ciency up

3 0 % has been estimated.

The schematic of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) renctnr

is illustrated in Fig. 6$- which identifies k major components,- iii..ir».ly(-

the driver,- pellet factory,- reactor vessel iriclwJiiiQ blanket :.v,..;< .•;

and the energy converter unit (Hoffman 1980). In the ICF scheme,-

maximum attention thus far has been given to the development of efficient
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drivers. Although initially leaera had been considered far this appli-

cation,- rslatlvistic electron beam (REE) and high energy light and

heavy ion beams are becoming more popular in recent ycarB. Examples of

high pouer laser far insrtial confinement fusion work ere summarised in

Table <•» This table includes examples of lasers being developed with

different media such as glass,- C0_ and iodine. It is to be noted that

this is only s partial list. There ere many mare facilities in operation

as well as in development stages. Driving systems based an single and

multiple beams are being developed. Experiments are already in progress

uhere high neutron yields have been produced uith lasers impinging on

fuel targets.

A selected list Df particle beams being developed for driving

fusion reactions is given in Table 5. This table includes examples of

both electron as well as light ion beams. The work on heavy ion beams

is relatively.new and no operating facility has been reported to date.

A heavy ion beam induction linear accelerator project has been started

recently (1984) at Berkeley and is scheduled to begin target experiments

in 19B9 (Ripln 1985). Another design is the HIBALL reactor concept

(Bock 1984) in FRG using a RF linac uith ring storage as the driver to

give 10 GeU,- 5 MO,- 20 ns pulses of lead or biBmuth iona with repetition

frequency of 20 and target gain of 60. In the class of REB and light

ion beam (LIB),- tuo facilities,- namely PBFA IT in USA and Angara V in

USSR are likely to be commissioned in 1986. In the case of PBFA II,-

the physics studies (VanOevender 1983,- Yonas 1983) of its high voltage

( ~ 30 HeV) lithium diode is planned to begin in 1985 in preparation
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Tor the studies of the target-implosion hydrodynamics around 19B8 at

2 2pouter levels of hundreds of TU/cm /rad . The status of REB Angara V

is diacuBsed by Aranuchuk et al (1982). These experiments are Intended

to demonstrate the scientific breakeven conditions for ICF.

From the operating experience with drivers available today,

It Is passible to attempt a design of an inert!til fusion reactor.

Following are the major considerations for the design of inert!al fusion

reactors (̂ nnal.er et al 1931) 1

i) Fusion energy gain (product of driver energy E

and pellet gain V) governs the overall plant

efficiency,

11) Power of a plant is related to the product of

energy of a driver, pallet gain and the repe-

tition rate of the reaction.

ill) Driver energy in turn is the product of the

energy input and the efficiency of the driver.

Consequently the efficiency of a driver is an

important figure of merit in the design of a

power reactor.

Iv) Thermal and dynamical stresses,- temperature

limits,- and the recovery time of the reactor

cavity influence the choice of fusion energy

gain per pulse and the repetition rate.
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v) Reliability and long time fatigue ere the

additional constraints in the selection of

these parameters*

However,- because of low driver efficiencies and pellet gain,

present day designs prefer fusion-fission hybrid structure,- instead of

a pure fusion reactor. The tentative inertial confinement fusion-fission

reactor designs ere listed in Table 6, These examples use laser,-

rulativistic electrons and heavy ion beams as the drivers for the thermo-

nuclear reaction* Other important parameters such es the pellet gain,-

tritium breeding ratio,- beam energies,- and repetition rate etc. are also

included in the table. It is interesting to note that these paremeters

cover a wide range of operating conditions. A typical energy flow diagram

in the case of lBser induced fusion reactor (revised HYLIFE design) is

illustrated in Fig. 7 CUCRL 1979,- 1980), Here it 1B seen that a laser

of 3*/m efficiency has been assumed which is incident on a pellet of gain

900. Further energy multiplication by a factor of 1.18 takes place at

the blanket* The overall efficiency (taking into account recirculatlng

power) is estimated to be 33*/. •

The overall objective of the inertial fusion program of the

Department of Energy,- USA is summarised in Table 7. This illustration

outlines the development of facilities,- applications,- technical issues

to achieve the objectives and tentative acceptable gains from the pellet

for different applications. The proposed inter-relationship between ICF

technology development activities and major demonstration facilities is

shown in Fig. B (Frank and Rossi 19B1). This il!<<= tration indicates
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the steps necessary between the early single pulse target facility to

the prototype fusion power plants of the future. The major tasks are

divided into the following

1, SPTF (Single Pulse Target Facility?

The objective is to demonstrate acceptably high fusion

gain*

2, SIA (Systems Integration Activity)

The objectives of J;his activity will include integra-

tion of testing pellet,- injection,-1 tracking,' targeting

systems and repetitive operation,

3, PFA (The tellet Fabrication Activity)

This will include the process development and testing

of large quantities of pellets tilth acceptable tole-

rance and cast.

tfm ETF (Engineering Test Facility)

This facility will be used tc test reactnr cavity

concepts," blanket concepts,- reactor driver interphase,

and pulse ICF radiation effects.

5. MTF (Materials Te3t Facility?

This will be dedicated to study the long term meterials

behaviour under various operating conditions, such as

high rate pulse radiation,- effects of chemical, mecha-

nical,- Bnd thermal environments and high cycle fatigue*
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£. EPR (Experimental Power Reactor)

This is required to demonstrate overall engineering

feasibility of ICF,- confirm prototype plant technology,-

produce significant thermal pouter (100-30*? Mb]) and

generate data for extrapolation tD the Prototype Fusion

Power Plant (PFPP).

7, PFPP (Prototype Fusion Power Plant)

This is expected to be the final facility in ICF deve-

lopment program* The plant should be capable of opera-

tion as a commercial unit,- yielding necessary dsta on

cost,- reliability and other industrial acceptance

aspects.

In terms of priorities,- items 1-k are considered as early

facilities ani activities,- uhereas 5-7 can be treated as the second

phase of the total development program. It is envisaged that the

entire program mill spread over several decades and may need modifica-

tion;) an the basis of experience gamed during the earlier stages*

If, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT

The list of issuea necessary for the development of fusion

power reactors has been prepared. Having taken a look at the present

activities,^ it is nou possible to list the technological requirements

for building a fusion reactor. Fallowing are the major issues which

have been Identified for thie purpose.
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i) Understanding of Plasma Physics

Although significant progress has been noted in the under-

standing of the basic physics,- it has also opened up several neui

questions. The first order physics necessary for the conceptual

design of fusion reactors has been uiell established. It is necesnary

nou to gain better understanding of the details of the physical pheno-

mena active in a reBctor. These issues include the topics Df bBsic

plasma physics as well as topics of engineering nature. For instance,-

there is scope for research in the areas of generation of fusion grade

plasmaf thermal transport in Toksmak (Furth 1985) and its optimum shape

for stabilityo Plasms heating mechanisms and the scaling laws for

plasma flou can be other topics of interest for investigation (Takada

et si 1982). The physics involved in the beam-target interaction is

fairly complex. The target design dealing with fusion physics and

transport of energy are important areas for investigations (YDOBS 19S<»)a

Better understanding of the physics of these phenomena can lead to

simplifications in the reactor designs. Many laboratory"8 in the world

are engaged in the studies of these and other related subjects. These

investigations are vital since this knowledge will help in better defi-

nition Df the requirements for fusion reactor. See for instance,-

analysis of plasma of a Toksmak fusion engineering device carried out

by Peng et al (1902).

ii) Fuels

As regards the fuel for fusion energy,- it is already mentioned

that the first choice is the DT mixture because of its higher energy
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yield at relatively low ignition temperatures. In this case,- preparation

and handling of tritltn and large fluxes of fast neutrons pose technolo-

gical difficulties. Also,- with the presence of large inventories of

radioactive materials,- the maintenance of equipment snd Bafety demand

special considerations* It 1B in this context one should study other

reactions such as Noa. 5 and 6 (Table 1). These reactions take place

between proton and boron (Gordon et al 19B3) and between proto, enn

lithium (Bhuy and Conn 1979) which occur in nature. Also the ?eaction

products In these cases are free from radioactivity. Of course these

reactions take place at much higher temperatures and yield relatively less

energy when compared to the DT fuels. Reaction in OD system has also been

studied for fusion applications (Bogdan and Millar 1975).

Notable programs for preparation,- remote handling and inventory

management of tritium exist in Japan as me11 as other places. The

research programs at the universities in Japan emphasized (Kauantura

1983) on :

a) Measurement of tri'ium penetration rates through

various materials,

b) Study of tritium containment material,• and

c) tritium waste treatment and storage.

Design,' fabrication and injection of fuels in reactors Is also

an Important issue. In MCFR experiment,- it is seen that the characteris-

tics of the plasma are affected by the mode of injection of fuels. For
«

example ,- the Lauson criteria in Alcatar C (MIT) was significantly
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Improved when fuelled with solid pellets instead of gas puffs (Greenuald

•t ol 19Bk,- Schuarzchild 1984). Similarly,- the design,- fabrication and

testing of fuel pellets,- injection system and synchronization of target

with driver beam-firing have been identified BS major tasks by the

Department of Energy,- LISA (SIA in Fig. 6).

The design and fabrication of directly end indirectly heated

fual targets for ICFRs is one of the major issues for investigation.

Configurations of conceptual targets are illustrated in Fig. 9. In the

direct-drive target,- ths laser beams are symmetrically.incident on the

front surface of the target. Two different geometries of Cannon ball

(Indirect drive) are also shown in the same figure with 12 and 2 holes.

The Incident beam energy entering through these holes is first converted

In the .form of x-rays which compresses and heats the fuel pellet (Stevens

1905}* Physics of indirect-drive, targets is discussed by Uinterberg

(I960),- Vabe (198^- 1983),- and Yamanaka (198*»). Another interesting

development in recent years has been the realisation that by using pola-

rised spin fuels,- the reaction rates (TBkahashi and Lazareth 1983) in

OT and DD can be increased by 1.5 and 2.5 times respectively^ Similarly,

reaction rates can be enhanced by using catalysed OT fuel (Jones 198<»).

Consequently higher energy yields are possible at lower temperatures.

In-depth study of this possibility especially with reference to power

reactor design will be very valuable (Kulsrud 1984,- Kulsrud et el 1982).

lii) Construction Materials

Major efforts in recent years have been focussed on specification,
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selection,' development and fabrication of BuitBble materials for fusion

reactors (OBrviB 1982), Both nietallic a9 well non-metallic structures

Bliow sensitivity to fusion environment. Accordingly,- both the classes

of material structure are receiving attention* At Los Almas National

Laboratory "all CerBmic" (ClinBrd (1979)t- Clinard and Huxley (19B1),-

Clinard et el (1983)*- Dike and HBberstiah (I979)j- Hauth et al (1979)) and

All Metals (Dike and Downing 1981) designs far Tokamak have been

evolved. Study of plasma - boundary interaction is important both from

the point of view of creating end sustaining fusion grade plasma and also

from the point of view of the mechanical integrity and reliable long life

operation of the vessel. In this connection,- physical and chemical erosion

of reBctor wall is a critical problem area in chamber design. The plasma

interactions with reactor walls of ICF cavity has been analysed by

Bohochevsky (1981) and M B group at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The

chamber construction material also deserves consideration from the point

of design of the vacuum system as is discussed later.

The progress of fusion material research during the last feu

yuars is given in Table 8 (Kulaineki 19B3). This table divides mBtBlllc,-

non-metallic and environmental materials in three categories. The assess-

ment Is qualitative in terms of considerable progress,- little progress

end new ideas since 1977. The map of material design and analysis program

in relation to the microstructural properties of the material as drawn up

by the University of Tokyo Group (Ishlno and Iuiata 1983) is reproduced

in Fig, 10. This diagram clearly brings out the inter-relationship

between the microstructure,- physical properties and performance evaluation

of materials.
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It is estimated that the p=ak fluxes of heat and radiation will

be orders of magnitude higher in th.̂  cr'-i? oF ICFRs as opposed to MCFRB

of comparable power rating, Tes: .'•i-lli ties are being created to study

the materiel behavinur under siri.'.rttd iDrsditlons, Fig. 11 shouiB one

such facility developed joiniiv ly bt-shj.'itjhouse and flrgonne National

Laboratory in USfl to test rusicr :\;;ifrU:.r f.i.rst wall components (Varljen

et al 19S3). This facility ULT.n • iVU:T [••yucr elcotroM bean EIS B source

of heat to study the ihenrBl - i* t-:.i-mi-jiil end thermal •». hydraulic responsa

of various concepts being ccruitpred for the first wall design. The

response of metals with electrcn-'jf.'Bm heat sources hae b&un analysed by

Uljayan and Rohatgi <I984tv 1SC'>_-;,.

Plans arc under wry tc study the neutronics and radiation

effects in first uall cntf b_Erkri designs^ The studies so far Indicate

that Vanadium-alloyad steel is t\ ttsr then other alloys in terms of

activity considerationB and cficocaol problems (Vogier et el 1983) and

resistance to radiation (Ptca-* I;-L al 19S2). Moreover, Blmulation

studies indicate t!i;j» ecrsmke sn'ociures can withstand high neutron

fluxes ( '"^ 10 '/cm") witbout ;.r-oGrgoing terioua dsmBge end changes in

its properties {Partev 196?)» Studies have been mode with solid as uell

BS liquid Li breeders,, ~.r- v.Vi; of potential fire and explosion hazards,

solid breeders are preferred to liquid breeders (Cooper 19S3), Solid

breeders in the farm of lithium oxides Bte found safer,- while they can

also provide necessary BtruotLTni inBulation (Hollenbsrg et al 19B4,

Vogler et BI 19B3)« Ueing neutron multiplier-baaed solid breeders like

Li2 Zr 0- , the advantage of tritium breeding can be enhanced through Li

reaction.
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lv) Superconducting Magnet Material/Technology

Superconducting material and technology development have

attracted significant attention during the last feu years (Haubenreich

et BI 198Z). The development of superconducting material,- cryogenic

system end testing of large magnets uiith low risk and high reliability

Is still one of the major areas demanding concentrated efforts. The

requirements of superconducting-magnets design should satisfy uncondi-

tional stability conditions (Cooper 1983). Apart from general studies

In the development of superconducting magnet technology,- specific problems

related to the magnetic COIIB far Tokamak have been analysed (Komarek

1980). It 1B concluded that from the point of view of total reactor

systems superconducting magnet technology forms the weakest link in the

nhain (Shimamoto et si 1983,- Tsuji et al 19B1). Accelerated effortB

iire therefore recommended in order tu bring thiB technology to an accep-

table level. The design complexities of this single component weigh

heavily in favour of mirror configuration for fusion reactor in place of

Tokamak.

v) High Voltage High Current Pulse Pouter Systems

The electrical power supplies in large fusion experiments and

reactorB have to serve many difficult as well as different tasks. For

instance,- in MCFR,power supplies are required for generating and heating

the plasma,- creation of magnetic field for confinement,' stability,- and

position control of plasma. Depending on the function,- these supplies

vary in peek power and duration of the pulse* The characteristics of

these pokier supplies must match the physical behaviour of the plasma*
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Also important are the rise time and synchronisation, of operation of

different power supplies. Keeping in view thi? perspective of large

fusion experiments and the possible reactor designs, power supplies in

the range of Mecjejoule to GegEJule for durations of a feu nanoseconds

to seconds will be required. In the case of TCF..- t'irj peak poiuer of

several orders higher ere envisaged. The short o.jisi- durations BTB of

particular interest for ICFR application. Such lorvY, for nDrmal pouter

grids are rather UHUBUBI and unacceptable. Accordingly,- the tntBl power

requirement is shared between the pDuer from !.!IE grid ami fi*om the inde-

pendent power racks.

Thus fer, condensor banks have been cotifunXy used BS primary

energy storage devices. The stored Energy is then transported to the

actual load through a suitable intermediate syctnm depending on the load

characteristics. Only recently,- governed by the requirements of the

advanced fusion experiments,- other energy storage systems have been

investigated,, Table 9 lists the performance characteristics of different

energy storage aystpms (Bertolini 19flD)# Because of the demand on high

reliability,- the power supplies have been developed with conventional

equipment?* This tends to make physical eizes big and also llmitB the

applicsbi":. i ty to a ;;iven task. The coBt nf power supplies can be a

significant frsction of the project cost. For example,- in the caae of

JET (the large tokamak,- Culham^ UK) power supplies take up about 1 7 % of

the budget and 3 5 % of the hardware. This trend will continue unless

major design changes in the equipment take placn.
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One possibility is the use of superconducting material both in

the tbst equipment as well as in the energy storage and handling systems.

While Braall tokamake are already operating with superconducting magnet

coils (SMC),- the design of SMC for large Tokamaks have also received con-

siderable attention* This will drastically reduce the power requirements

of the magnet coils* Likewise,- inductive energy storage system,- rotating

machinery and energy transfer equipment with superconducting coiJa could

also lead to compact designs uith higher efficiencies*

Homopolar and pulse MHO generator offer alternatives to

conductive and inductive pulse energy sources. A homopolar generator is

a device in which a DC magnetic field exists along the axis of a cylinder*

the homopolar machine driven by motor/gas turbine generator,- induces

voltage in a radial direction which is connected to the load through

brush contacts* A homopolar device can Berve both far the motor as well

as the generator* Besides,- since it is a DC machine,- no rectifiers are

required* Machines in the range 50-2000 MO have been developed* Diie such

machine producing 500 M3 for 0*5 seconds giving a current of 1*6 million

amperes has been built and tested at the Australian National University,*

Canberra* With rugged structure;' ratings of the machine can be increased.

The expected efficiencies cf around SO"/, have been projected (Sertolini

1980).

MHO power generators uork on the principle of Faraday Lau of

Induction in which a conducting fluid (plasma) flows acroas a DC magnetic

field and the induced voltage is directly connected to the load through

suitable electrodes (Rohatgl and Venkatramani 198(i)* Linear as well as
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cylindrical configurations hav? been dsvr.'.iped for continuous and pulse

pDUer generation. In general,- any type cf hnat source such as the com-

bustion products of solid,,- liquid and cestcus fuels including nuclear

end Bolar energy can drive an '1!'° er-T.-c'pr, Typicnlly,- plasms tempera-

tures Of 2DDD-3DDO°C Bnd flnio \c:)ocU J en n> " fjOO-2ODO m/sec are used for

combustion driven MUD gensrat'.TiR, PLIISF ••1!0 generators upto 1DD MU(e)

and of duration from millisecond t:; e w'\'r • ;;:re already In use in

terrestrial and BPBCB applied ion<?o Tip r;. •• licity and rt-nubility of

these devices have attracted special interG"t in defence nnd seroBpace

industries. Long duration generators ere utr.ng developed for central

power stations. Already 20 MW(c) *ar sevarnl hours have been generated

Continuously at U-25 HHD instnllatlnn ir 'iarrsow. The firnt commGrciol

MHD/Bteam plant of 1DQ0 MU(th) 1B under cor,si;ruction near Moncoui in U55R,

Conversion efficiencies of this sower station using natural gas has been

estimated to be around 5 0 % .

In short,- it is concluded that the high voltage power supply

for large fusion experiments and subsequently for power reactors will

continue to claim a signiJicsnl fraction of tiie budget and efforts.

Accordingly,- concentrated e^orts should be devoted to the development

of high efficiency,- compact and rclisblc pruar supplies (Ron 1982),

blhile reliability could be achieved usinc ijor.ventional designs and

components,-' there 1B a cssie for tnore innovative approach Bnd designs

based on advanced technology,>• mpteriels,- ond components.

vi) Plasma Heating Systems

Auxiliary heBting of giasma to reaction temperatures is a must
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In MCFR. Neutral,- charged particleB and RF beams have been attempted

far this purpose. The best results in a Tokamek were obtained with

neutral beam in 1973 (PLT 1978). RF heating of plasma has BIBO been

found attractive (Porkolab 1977). At the same time,- it is difficult

to eliminate particle (electron and Ions) beams at this stage

(Arzhannikov et al 1978,- Paithanker and Rohatgi 1973,- KrakouBki 197fl).

In TFTfi (large Tokamak at Princeton),- neutral beam heating has been

selected uharess other similar devices contemplate using RF along with

neutral beam heating for experimental purposes. RF power can bs pumped

into the plaEtna through electron as well as ions. Among various modes

of RF coupling to plaama,- the ion cyclotron resonance and lower hybrid

frequencies are more attractive. Encouraging results hove been obtained

in laboratory scale experiments. Consequently,- high power sources over a

wide range of frequencies (approximately 0.1 kHz to 200 GHz) are of

Interest for suitable plasma heating. All the available sources for

auxiliary heating today fall short of the requirements. For instance,

neutral beams in the range of 100-1000 kill have been developed at the

University of California and Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the USA.

These devices have to be scaled up in the range of 10-100 Mill for reactor

applications. Likewise,- pulse RF sources in the range of a feui megaujBtts

ere presently being used in experiments tdhereas the requirement for the

reactor will be in the range of 10-100 Mb). Recent developments in REB

and free electron laser (FEL) offer attractive possibilities in developing

high power variable frequency RF sources and also for direct coupling of

FEL for plasma heating (Sehwarzchild 19B5). Being in the experimental

stages,- It is not clear which of these techniques will be adopted in the
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Final design, A combination of these may BIBD be adDpteu at that atage.

In any event,- technologies of each of these schemes will hBve to be

scaled up a" leaBt several-folds fi-om the present level. The final

selection may also depend on the availability of the Essential technology.

Leseiy REB and LIB find pluou in lC'Fli os well s& in HCFR.

Thus far̂ - the emphasis in the devuliipn-.iifc rjf -ihr:-,:; uVK-'-j-s ''?; been for

the pellet heating. The USE uf HiJis/t. Iti?. for H!:R,'o i-i i^lcitivcly recent.

It IB observed that such beams arc par'. Iculnrly suited for linear devices

(Paithankar and Rohatgi 1979,- Millar 1975) et the sane time? means of

injecting them into turaiclal syr;!;™)'; uri? hring Btutlied nctlvely in ceveral

laboratories (Lockner and Kurass I'J/fl), Both from the scientific as uiell

as from the technological point uf view,- particle bEama offer definite

advantage for plasma heating in fusinn reactors. However,- the beam

drivers developed for ICFR cBnnot be directly adopted for MCFR applica-

tions. As mentioned earlier,- ICFR mini res c:nmprnssGd pulBe of a feu

nanosecond duration uith high peak pnujc-r and e certain repetitive rate

governed by the xeacto.r design,. In the case of HCFR on the other hand,-

one would need pulses af longer durations (may be of the order of

seconds), ftlso highly focused beams may not be necessary for the optimum

absorption of energy in plasraa hrsting.

One of tnp. major problnms in the; development of ICFR is

related to the hign efficiency driver which can be focused on to the

target (Monsler et al 1981), Thin the beam transport (specially for

REB and LIB) has been Dns uf Che problem nren3 in this context (Uallis

et al 1975), Intense burst of particle must travel through gaseouB
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or metal vapour media in the reactor chamber. This results in conside-

rable energy loss and defocusing of the beam reaching the target.

Several schemes based on (a) aelf focuBing of the beam,- (b) passage

through pre-ionlBed lou density cold plasniB including plasmas produced

by exploding wires (Goldstein et al 1977,- Vijayan and Rohatgi 19B5)f

and (c) guiding magnetic fields are being considered for this purpose*

The problem of beam transport in low pressure gases and in the absence

tf magnetic-guide field has been analysed by several Investigators

(Chodorou and Erteza 1976j Iyyengar and Rohatgi 1963,- 1985} Ono 1979).

Preliminary investigations uith laboratory scale experiments indicate

thai for a given energy beam there exists a narrow window in the pressure

range throjgh which beans can be transported uith high efficiency and

minimum defocueing (Rahatgi et al 198ft). While passing through the

media,- part of the beam energy is used in creating necessary ionisation

in the gas which helpa neutralisation of the space charge. This permits

the beam transport uith higher efficiencies ( ~- 707.) and obviates the

need for external magnetic fields or pre-ionisation. Also,- observations

indicate that operation of a REB diode in the same pressure range reduces

the pulse width with the increase in the bean current (Mittal et al 1981).

These results are significant in simplifying the reactor designs and

merit further investigations to establish their effectiveness at reactor

scales.

vii) Vacuum and Ash Handling Systems

The design of vacuum systems for fusion reactor is an interes-

ting problem. The plasma behaviour strongly influences the design
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considerations of the VBCUUITI system (Miyehera 19B3). For instance,- the

vacuum system In MCFR is required to maintain a particle balance between

fueling particle;- high energy neutral beams (NBI) uspd for auxiliary

heating of plasma,- neutron flux,- the products of combustion and the

impurities emanating from the reactor vessel (Post et al 1978). The

sources and influx of impurities in the CBSB of Alcafcnr C have been

studied by Rice et al (19B1»). The design of vacuum system uill be altered

if RF heating techniqus is selected in place of NBI. As the unburnt fuel

(OT) passes through the vacuum system along with helium and impurities,-

the avstem must be capBble Df differentially pumping various constituents

in the reactor chamber. Impurities in the reactor enn alao enter along

Mith fuel and neutral beam injection. Care has to be exercised to prevent

the impurities from entering through this route. The plBsma reaction

products have to be effectively exhausted to avoid dilution of the fuel

in the subsequent firing. In general,' fuel can be reprocessed and

recycled along with make-up fuBl for the loss. Thus,- fuel particles

recirculate through the vacuum and injection systems while impurities and

ashes are pumped using cryo-surface. It is desirable that a large fract-

ion of fuel particles recirculate between plasma and the uialls of the

reactor vessel in ordar to reduce the tritium load through the vacuum

system. The r&Jaase of unburnt fuel from the reactor walls in turn ia

accompanied with the release of impurities which originate from the

reactor walls also. The whale phenomena.is sensitive to the plasma edge

temperature which governs the unloading of fuel ss well as Impurities

from the walls of the chamber* Clearer understanding of the physics of

this phenomena ia required to evolve suitable designs for vacuum end
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ash handling systems. In the final stage,- the blanket effect will BISO

have to be included in the design consideration.

The rale of the main pumping system is to achieve an ultimate

-8 -9
vacuum of the order of 10 - 10 Torr and to separate the pumped gases

into three fractions of t

a) helium gas,-

b) hydrogen isotope D_ ,- T_ and DTf and

c) impurities like CD,- C0 2 ,- DTD,^ CT. etc.

Pig* 12 shotds a typical scheme of vacuum system for a power reactor

(Hiyahare 1983). By separation of gases,-' handling of tritium becomes

easy* Both charcoal as well as metallic cryopanels have been considered

for this purp3PB in the UHV pumping system. The impurity gases from the

torjj'us walls or normal OT discharges ere pumped at 20-25 K cryo-cnnden-

sation whereas helium and hydrogen isotopes pass through the second phase

at 4°K. At this stagey hydrogen isotopes are separated due to their

different condensation temperatures," while helium goes to the next <t K

cryo-pump with charcoal absorbent. Each stage is backed up with fluid-

tight mechanical pumpB and a final stage of the bulk getter or molecular

sieve beds. Normally,- two sets of pumping systems are incorporated - one

for normal operation of pumping the torus and the other for regeneration

experiment at B Inter stage.

The requirements of the vacuum system are not BO strict in the

case of ICFRs es compared to MCFRa (Yamanaka 15ro). In this case,- the

condition of vacuum is determined by the transmittance of the driver

(laser,' electron/ion beams) end the life time of the cryogenic fuel pellet.
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Tha evacuation of the target chamber is done by the lithium flow whereas

the gases and the products of implosion,- including tritium are done by

the auxiliary pumping system. The entire system has to be free from

impurities to a high degree. Normally,- this is achieved by proper sele-

ction of reactor material followed by provisions of discharge cleaning.

A conceptual design of laser induced ICFR SENRT-l has been developed at

the Institute of Laser Engineering,- Osaka University,- Japan (YamBnaka

et al 1983). In thiB design,- the operating ter. perature of lithium

blanket is around 750 K while the pressure is 10~ Torr. The liquid

lithium cavers the surface of the reactor vessel and can act as a cryo-

genic pump which demands no extra large pumping system. Depending on the

transmittance of the driver usnd,- a working pressure of around 10 Torr

nay be adequate. As mentioned earlier the particle beam transport through

gaseous/metal VBpour media become important from this point of view.

For this purpose,- the design of vacuum system components and

Bpec'ol construction materials have to be developed. The importance of

selection of the construction material for the reactor vessel which has

fcn toithftunu high heat,- radiation,- end particle fluxes is a different

task,, Fxr-f-rence should be given to materials of low outgasing rates

both far tl".:? reactor chamber as well as for the rest of the manifold.

Meteri;il3 resulting in high impurities are also damaging from the point

of enurgv confinement since they cause significant radiation IOSB. Other

. important components in vessel are antenna for RF injection of power for

plasms heating and sensing elements for plasmB control and positioning.

Because of the tritium pumping,- oil free mechanical pumps,- reliable

gaskets of large size,- Bnd gate valves must be developed for this
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application*

viii) Utilisation of Heat of the Reaction

Thus far,- most of the attention has been focused on the

development Df science ant) technology required for achieving the thermo-

nuclear reaction in a controlled fashion. The technological requirements

listed above address to this aspect only. Relatively little has been

done on the utilisation of the energy released from the fusion reaction*

In general,- it 1B envisaged that the energy associated with the neutron

(l't MeV in a DT reaction) will be used for generating heat,- tritium

breeding end interacting with fertile material in the blanket which then

can be converted into electrical power through the uell established steam

cycle* In this casep special heat exchanger suitable for the local

environment may be developed which will eventually drive a Bteam turbine

as in the case of conventional nuclear cycles* The plant efficiencies

in most cases have been estimated on this basis which are of the order of

30*/. * This approach does not call for major technological development*

However,- with the present state of the art of advanced technology,- it Is

possible to conceive schemes which uill result into higher conversion

efficiencies* In particular,- a binary cycle can yield conversion effici-

encies in the range of 50-60% as against MJ% with the conventional

steam cycle,, Also,- for the optimum utilisation of a high energy density

source,- one should consider a fuBion reactor for cogeneration rather than

only far electricel power generation*

MHO generator offers Bn attractive possibility and is ideally

suited far this purpose (Rohatgi and Venkatramani 19Bt»). A closed
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cycle MHO generator operating in non-equilibrium plasma mode can be easily

coupled through a heat exchanger to a fusion reactor. Assuming an opera-

ting temperature of 2800 K, the overall conversion efficiencies Df MHD

steam cycle has been estimated to be of the order of 6 0 % • Further, it

may be possible to extend thia limit upto 6 0 % with advanced technology.

A conceptual scheme of MHD/steam binary cycle suitable for a fusion

Z-eaotor is illustrated in Fig. 13 (Kautrovitz and Rosa 1975). Similar

schemes have also been developed for ICFRB. The MHD technology for this

application is well established.

Alternatively,- the I1HD generator can be driven by the charged

particles produced in a fusion reactor. In this case, a stream of

charged particle will paBs through a transverse magnetic field of the

MHD generator. This concept will be ideally suited when reactions 5 and

6 (Table 1) are used in a fusion reactor. Heat and radiation generated

In a fusion reactor can also be used for other industrial applications.

Typical applications include large scale material processing, agricultural

and medical sterilization. A novel concept proposed for this purpose is

to develop fueion torches utilising the energy available with the charged

particles (FEFN 1977). The beam of charged particles Is focused with a

magnetic field an to the material to be processed as Illustrated In Fig* 14

This arrangement will permit the processing of finished items in sintpli

step.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion,- It ia seen that the first order physics for

fusion energy has been adequately understood. Now it ie possible to

take up conceptual designs for fusion reactors. Both MCF and ICF schemes

ere available to choose from. The present designs are based on establi-

shed techniques but require further development. At the same time,' this

does not preclude introduction of neu ideas from considerations touards

the end objective. The extent to which the technology needs advancement

has been identified. Looking at the quantum of work and the spectrum of

technology required for fusion energy,' it may indeed appear to be an

arduous task. However,-- it should not be forgotten that the rewards of

these efforts will be far reaching. Even the partially developed techno-

logy of fusion energy of today has started paying rich dividends, let

alone the fully developed technology which promises to be the ultimate

answer to the energy requirement of the generations to come. Concentrated

and planned efforts with full commitment are required to achieve the

goal of fusion energy. With the .current tempo of work in the development

of fusion energy in the world,- it is possible to realise commercial

fusion plants in the first quarter of the next century.
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TABLE 1

POSSIBLE FUELS FOR FUSION ENERGY

D + T n + He + 17.G MBV

2 . D + D

3. 0 + D

If. 0 + He

5. P + 11B

e. P + L i

BREEDER TYPE FUELS

7. n + 6 L i

a. n + \ l

9. n + \ i

MULTIPLIER TYPE FUEL

P + T + 3OZ5 MeV

n + He + i».O MEV

P + *He + 18.3 MBV

3 He + 8.7 MeV

3,3He .O MBV

T + He

n + T + He

Li > 2T + He

10. n + 9Be 4 2 5Li 21 + 4 Hi



TABLE 2

LARGE TOKWIAK PROJECTS

Device

Location

Start of experiments

Major radius R (meters)

Minor radius a (meters)

Toroidal magnetic field B t (tesla)

Currant 1 (megamos)

Auxilliary heating (megawatts)

Working gas

Special features

TFTR OET 3T-60 T-15

Princeton,-
US

December
1982

2.50

0.85

5.2

3.0

30°-

Ht- D,- D-T

Adiabatic
Compression

Culham,
UK

July
1983

2.96

1.25

3.5

5.D

1*0

H,- Dp- D-T

D-Shape,-
ion

cyclotron
heating

Tokal-mura,-
Japan

March
1985

3.00

0.95

fr.5

2.7

30

H,D

Oivertor
lower

hybrid
heating

Hoscou,
USSR

1966

2. dO

0.70

5.0

2.3

15

H

Superconducting
coils,- electron

cyclotron
heating

°T)ot Including compression.



TABLE 3

MAGNETIC CONFINED FUSION REACTOR SYSTEMS

FED FEB INTOR CRFPR TASKA

Configuration Tokanak Tokamsk Tokanak Compact Tandem Moving
Reversed Mirror Ring

Field Reactor
Pinch

Plasma Tanperature

T (keV)

__ , 3.O -3
*V *£ (, IO •«

10 ID 10 20 30

0.6 0.5

1Q

First Uall Loading
1.0 1.0 1.3 1.5

Thermal Pouer

(MU) i»5Q kkO 620 3500 86 2000

*T\lew design concept of reactor combining the advantages of linear and torous configurations.



TABLE

EXAMPLES OF INERTIAL CONFINEO FUSION DRIVERS

LASERS

Identification Madia

Location

No. of
Seams

Output
Pouar
CTU)

Output
Energy
(kO)

Pulse
Length
(nS)

Remarks

SHIVA,- LLNL,~ USA

NOUA I,- LLNL,- USA

DELFIN,- LEBEDEV INST.
USSR

GEKKO XII f- JAPAN

SHANGHAI,- CHINA

BARC, INDIA

ANTARES I,- LANL,- USA

ASTERIX III,- FRG

GUSS

GLASS

GUSS

GUSS

GUSS

GUSS

co2

IODINE

20

10

12

12

6

k

2k

1

30

1QQ

33

. 0

10"*

1

Ml

1.1

10

100

10

20

O.I*

1

kQ

0 k

0.1-1.0

0.1-3.0

0.2-3.0

0.1-1.0

2.0

1

1

0.35

1 Q 1 0 NEUTRONS

OPERATIONAL

1 0 ** NEUTRONS

BEING DEVELOP

1 0 i D NEUTRONS



TABLE 5

EXAMPLES OF INERT IAL CONFINED FUSIQM DRIVERS

PARTICLE BEAMS

IDENTIFICATION

Location

PBFA II, USA

ANGARA V, USSR

URAL, USSR

REIDEN IV, JAPAN

BARC, INDIA

SIDNIX, FRANCE

KALIF, FRB

Media

LIGHT IONS

ELECTRON

ELECTRON

LIGHT IONS

ELECTRON

ELECTRON

ELECTRON

Wo. of
Beans

36

«*8

1

1

I

1

1

Output
Pcuer
(TU)

1OQ

100

•.01

1

0.1

1

1

Output
Energy
CkJ)

3500

5000

1

100

5

50

55

Pulss
Length
CnS)

60

1.0-50

100

50

50

60

45

Remarks

COMMISSIONING DATE

1986

COMMISSIONING DATE

1986

BEING DEVELOPED



TYPICAL

LOCATION

PARAMETERS

NATURE OF DRIVER

0 - T PELLET GAIN

TRITIUM BREEDING RATIO

BEAM ENERGY (MJ)

PULSE RATE Hz

ELECTRICAL POUER

OUTPUT (MU)

NET SYSTEM

EFFICIENCY V.

TABLE 6

INERTIAL CONFINED FUSION - FISSION

SANDIA LAB

RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRON/
LIGHT ION

BEAM

IB

> 1.4

4

10

1075

31

WESTINGHOUSE

HEAVY ION BEAM

175

> 1.2

2

10

2346

31.3

REACTOR DESIGNS

LAURENCE
LIUERMORE

NATIONAL LAS
CHYLIFE)

LASER

400

1.7

*.5

1.5

1D04

32

UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN
(SOLACE)

LASER

150

1.3

1

20

965

29



TABLE 7

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (USA)

FACILITY

SINGLE PULSE
TEST FACILITY

INERTIAL

POTENTIAL

APPLICATION

WEAPONS PHYSICS

FUSION PROGRAM

ICF APPLICATIONS

TECHNICAL ISSUES

IGNITION AND PROPAGATING
BURN

GAIN

io"z-ia

UALIOITY DF DRIVER.
TARGET REQUIREMENTS
FOR HIGHER GAIN

LOU COST DRIVER TECHNOLOGY

FUEL PRODUCTION
FACILITY

MATERIAL PRODUCTION

VALIDATION OF
- DRIVER-TARGET

REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMERCIAL POWER
PRODUCTION

- AUTOMATED TARGET
FABRICATION

- REACTOR CONCEPTS

LOW TO MODERATE GAIN SCALING

REPETITIVELY PULSED DRIVER
TECHNOLOGY

REACTOR ENGINEERING

TARGET FABRICATION AND
AUTOMATION

10-50

COMMERCIAL
PROTOTYPE

DEMONSTRATE INERTIAL
FUSION AS A
COMPETITIVE POUER
PRODUCTION SOURCE

PLANT ENGINEERING

MULTIPLE REACTORS

1Q0-300



TABLE 8

STATUS OF FUSION MATERIAL RESEARCH

METALLIC STRUCTURES NONMETALS + COOLANTS REACTOR ENVIRONMENT

Considerable

Progress

Fill Vaporizat ion/melt ing

Fid L i fe t ime Analysis

Oivertor Plate,- Limiter
Design

Lou Temperature,• High He
Neutron Data

Chemical Sputtering - C

High Heat Flux Coatings

FMIT Construction Started

ICF Cavity Gas Reradiation

Charge X-Change Sputtering

Little Pulsed Neutron Damage

Progress Permanent Fltl

Lou T2 Inv.-Solid Breeders Pulsed N Source

High Temperature N Damage - ICF Target Spectra
C

Disruption Characteristics

New Ideas Hartenaitic Allays

(Sines 1977) Rapidly Cooled Alloys

PbQ,Li._ Breeder/Coolant

SiC Import Units

INTOR

TASKA

Steady State Tofcanafc



TABLE 9

CHARACTERISTICS OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS

Performance

System

CAPACITORS

INDUCTORS

ROTATING
MACHINES

BATTERIES

EXPLOSIVES

Joule/m

Hi* - 1O5

1O7

1O7 - 1OB

10fl - 109

101D

Uatt/m3

ID9 - 1O10

107 - 108

ioe

106

1O15



hAGNETIC COtiriNEMENT FUSION IWERTIAL CONFIWEHOff FUSION

COIL

PLASMA

FIEL6 LINES

.TOKAMAK

END PLDES

SIMPLE MIRROR

HIRROR MITH DIP PLUGS

DRIVER BEAKS

PELLET

POSSIBLE DRIVERS

• ) USERS

b) REUTIVISTIC ELECTRON BEANS (REBJ

e) LIGHT ION BEANS (LIB)
d) HEAVr ION BEANS (NIB)

FIG. i:— BASIC SCHEMES
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Ski HU

(OVERALL EFFICIENCY 307 . )
j

17 Mill

>

Z MUI

79<» MUI

100 t4tl

100 MJ
refrigera-
tor n=l/300

thermal
convertor

n=0.37

magnetic
compression

n=0.9

Pre ion izat lon

REB
ns0.8

- • >

13 MU
*

90 MU
i

FORMATION
SECTION

2146 MOJ

blanket
multiplication

M=1.2

>
1850 MU

RECOVERY
SECTION

0.33 MUI

magnets
cryo-pun

72 MUI

103 MU

and

recovery of
r i n g energy

F I G . 5 ENERGY TLOU IN THE MOVING RING REACTOR SYSTEM KARIN-1
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FIG. 6' . - INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION REACTOR
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SIA
ETF EPR PPPP

FIG.8'.-INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ICF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES AND MAJOR TEST/ DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES.

SPTF i SINGLE PULSE TABSET FACILITY

SIA i SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ACTIVITY

PFA
ETF
MTF
EPR
PfPP

OBJECTIVES t TO PERFORM INTEGRATED TESTING OF PELLETS,INJECTION, TRACKING,
TARGETING SYSTEM AND REPETATIVE OPERATION.

PELLET FABRICATION ACTIVITY
ENGINEERING TEST FACILITY. OBJECTIVES
MATERIALS TEST FACILITY
EXPERIMENTAL POUER REACTOR
PROTOTYPE FUSION POUER PLANT

I TO TEST REACTOR CAVITY CONCEPTS, BLANKET CONCEPTS,
REACTOR DRIVER INTERFACE,• AND PULSE ]BF RADIATION
EFFECTS,



(a) Dlract-drlve targvt

(b) Cannonball targsta

12 holes

2 holes

FIG. 9 ! - LASER FUSION TARGET
CONFIGURATIONS.
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U

RAtil
MATERIALS

FABRICATIONS

STARTING
MATERIALS

OBSERVATIONS

MICROSTfiUCTURES

EXPERIMENTS

SERVICE TESTS

FIG. ID MAP OF MATERIALS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS WITH

RESPECT TO THE PUSITIUN DF MlCROSTRliCTURAL

DESIGN. •



Taat plai

Instrument aCTi
Faad-Througha

Infrared Caaara

Inlat and
outlat water
llnaa

INITIAL FIRST MALL TEST PIECES DERIVED FROH CURRENT FED DESIGN COBCEPTB

TEST PIECE OESCRIPTIOH

Single Stalnleaa Steel Tubes

Three Tubea Facsimile of a Stalnlaee
Eteel Heat Rejection Panel

Facsimile of a Stainless Steal flat
Plate Heat Rejection Panel

Full Soala Graphite Armor Tile
Attached to a Water Cooled Stainleei
Steel Plate Via a Mechanical Dove-
Tall Joint

FIG. II > SCHEMATIC OF ELECTRON BEAM MATERIAL
TESTING TROLLY - POUER ON TEST PIECE UP TO

100 WATTS/CM' IN VACUUM



torus
vacuum
vessel

roughing system

fluid-tight
mechanical

pump I

fluid-tight
mechanical

pump II

T clean-up

system

• vacuum duct - — -
and manifold

UW/ pumping system

underground hall

transfer
and compressor

tritiated gas
storage

20 -

P

25 K
ensation
ump

D 2» T 2» D T ' H e

cryoaorpt ion
punp

He

cryosorpt ion
pump

fluid-t ight
mechanical

pump

fluid-tight
mechanical

pump

CHU

bulk get ter

pump

molecular-

sorption
pump

fluid-tight
mechanical

pump

bulk getter
pump

clean-up

system
He
exhaust

FIG. 12 PUMPING SYSTEM FDR THE TORUS VACUUM VESSEL OF THE TOKAMAK



reaction zone

thexaal lnaulator

lmwr wall

output Manifold

oara graphite

HHO heat
generator exchangers heat alnk

electric
power output
. thermal
Insulation turbine canpreaaor

FIGI3 MHD SYSTEM COUPLED TO A FUSION
REACTOR



REGION I

Fusion Plasma

Source

REGION II REBIOH III

Interaction Zone

Barries

PIG- 14 FUSION T O R C H - Shown In the above diagram, tnulcl
Parnlt an advanced utilization of energy to produce flnlahed neterlala
like Iran and ateel in onn-atep procesalng or raw Materials.
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